2002 buick regal dash lights out

At first I thought that a bulb was out, but this instrument panel cluster IPC is completely digital,
so there are no bulbs in those locations. It wasn't until later I noticed that the transmission
indicator was also unlit. This can be dangerous if you think you are in park and are actually in
reverse and let off of the brake. My wife and I kind of just dealt with the absence of indicators for
a few months until I finally got around to fixing it. Since there was no erratic behavior of any
sort, I figured this was just a faulty discrete component somewhere and set out to look for it. If
certain parts of your IPC are not illuminated when they should be, there is a good chance that
this is what's wrong with it. I have found lots of people who had or are having the exact same
issue, and this procedure fixed them all! While this isn't a precise list of what you may need, it
should get you started on the right track. Anytime I work on a vehicle, the first thing I do is
disconnect the battery. The easiest way is by removing the negative terminal - the black one
that connects the battery to the car chassis. Don't freak out if you see or hear a few sparks as
the cable is disconnected. It is held in place by a couple of screws, but getting to it can be a
challenge because of all of the other dash board parts in your way. To remove the IPC, you will
pretty much need to dismantle the entire dash compartment. Most of the plastic pieces are slid
into place on one end and bolted at the other. Removing the bolts allows you to slide the pieces
out. The other thing in the way is all of the carpet pieces used to cover up the mess of wires
below the dash. These can be tricky to remove with a plug puller, but you should be able to pry
them out with other tools. A good idea is to start with the small pieces on the sides of the dash
what would be up against the inside of the car doors when they are closed, and work towards
the large dash pieces from there. The screws and plugs will all be on the under side of the dash,
so get down there and get to it! Try to only remove what you have to in order to get to the IPC,
and don't lose any of those screws With the dash out of the way, you should be able to get to
the screws holding the IPC in place. There are four of them, and they may take a strange
screwdriver head. There will be a large wire harness connected to the IPC - mine was on the
back left side. The IPC wire harness is held on with a few clip tabs. I was able to pry them open
with a flat head screwdriver. Be careful not to break off the tabs! With the harness unhooked,
there should be nothing stopping the IPC from coming out. Be sure to put the car back in park
so it doesn't roll off! Once you have the IPC to your work space, flip it over and locate the many
tabs holding the case onto the back of the thing. You can use a flat head screwdriver to pry
them loose. This should reveal the back of the panel circuit board. The front of the panel can
now also be removed, but you may have to pry up on it a bit to disconnect the knobs
connecting the circuit board to the gauges. With the case completely removed, you should be
able to see the complete circuit board. Locate a group of four resistors in the upper right hand
corner of the circuit board. They will not look like typical resistors, but more like metal
cylinders. You may notice that one or more of these resistors is crumbling or has come off of
the board completely - this is the reason the circuit isn't working correctly. Remove the
resistors and clean off the pads with rubbing alcohol. Then, add a drop of solder to each pad to
prep it for the new resistors. Clip the leads and fold them over before coating each lead with a
bit of solder. Then, attach the resistors one by one where the old ones used to be. Don't worry if
you accidentally bridge them together like I did , they are all in parallel anyway. When you are
finished, you can use a multimeter to check your work. Four parallel ohm resistors should have
an equivalent resistance of When you are satisfied, put the panel back together and put it back
in the car. You may want to test it out before you put all of the dash back together as well. Don't
forget to reconnect the battery cable! If it still doesn't work right, then there is probably
something else more seriously wrong. Question 2 years ago on Introduction. I have a Buick
Park Avenue. The speedometer snd RPM return to zero frequently and then resume working.
The gas guage also jumps to full when it isn't full and resumes to normal. And the temperature
guage does the same. Does thiis require the entire replacement of the instrument closture?
Question 2 years ago. I am looking to preform this repair on my buick what kind of time is
involved from start to finish to complete this repair providing I have the correct tools and
replacement resistors on hand? Answer 2 years ago. Hi, the entire fix can be done in an hour or
less, given you have the correct tools at hand, and are used to doing similar work disassembly,
soldering, reassembly. Hi, my name is, Tonya. I have a buick regal gs, 4 dr, automatic. I have 2
dash warning lights that will not go off, i have made all the needed adjustments that should
have reset both warning lights, but they r still on. I would b so very grateful if someone could
help me fix the problem or tell wats wrong. I dont have the funds to put my car in the shop, I
have no one to help me figure out these problems with my car. Thank u for ur time, i hope to
hear frm u soon, i kno ur very busy helping other ppl. Hi, I'm sorry for my late reply. I'm afraid I
don't know what is causing your issues. With regard to the warning indicators, sometimes they
must be reset by holding a button in the fuse panel. I wish you good luck! Thanks so much for
putting this together! I had a Crutchfield guide for the dash removal, which helped. Reply 3

years ago. Hi, sorry for the late reply The power rating watts is what the resistor can safely
dissipate as heat without melting. We're using Ohm resistors 4 in parallel, so the equivalent
resistance is If there was 12V across the resistance, that's 0. More likely, the signals are at most
5V DC, hence, there might be 0. I could have powered the IPC to double check, but I'm confident
in that rating. I made this repair recently to my Buick Century Custom. Do you know if there is
anything about the repair that could have affected this? The only difference between what you
did and what I did was that I didn't disconnect the battery and simply removed the fuse for the
airbag. Sorry to hear that I'm not sure if the IPC has anything to do with the reverse light
function, but I bet it does since that's just switch triggered from your gear selector. If you're
sure the bulbs aren't burned out, and all of the other lights are working, it's likely a loose
connection somewhere. Hello I recently replaced my stock radio with an after market one. It was
working fine I drove it at night and when Monday rolled around and I headed to work in day light
hours it went completely dead after about five minutes. There was a correlation between it dying
and my day dash lights clicking on which doesn't happen as soon as I start driving but
approximately 5 minutes in. The next day I tried the drive with my headlights on and the stereo
remained on even after the automatic clicking on of the dash lights. I turn them off and the
stereo immediately dies. What is going on? The stereo was wired correctly. Everything on it
works when it has power but it's as if it's surging or having power redirected when the dash
lights come on. Even after it has died if I turn on the headlights it will not come back on until at
least an hour has passed. Reply 4 years ago. Well, this doesn't have anything to do with the
instrument panel cluster, but I have done a bit of work with stereos and other auto wiring
harnesses. Stereos typically need three power connections: Always On 12V essentially, straight
from the battery with an inline fuse , Accessory 12V Only when key is on , and Ground to the car
chassis. There is absolutely no reason any sort of "power surges" or "redirects" would take
place if it is wired correctly, unless you also installed a high power amplifier or something else
that the alternator cannot generate enough current to keep running. Given that your radio works
with the headlights which will draw significantly more power than the radio does , I doubt that is
happening. In the harness that connects the stereo to your speakers and accessories, there is
also typically a wire that goes to your dash lights. This is for the illumination of the stereo
display to change with your dash light brightness. In my opinion, this wire is not connected to
the right thing, so when your dash lights kick on, the stereo is shutting off as a safety
precaution. Sometimes electronic devices have a component that act like a circuit breaker and
trips when too much current passes called an MCB. They will automatically reset after so often
so you don't have to do it manually like the breaker panel in a home. In my opinion, either the
stereo is installed incorrectly, or you have some other short in a wiring harness. I once had a
cluster of wires overheat and fuse together, but this completely drained my battery overnight. I
was the one who installed the stereo and although it's something I've never attempted before I
did do my homework and was overly cautious. The stereo has no option to dim the lights on the
unit. All wires were put to their corresponding colours. I did not ground the black to the car as
had been suggested because there was nothing but a flat back panel made of metal and it was
too far for the wires to stretch. The original stereo was not grounded to the body so I was under
the assumption it would be fine. The dash lights clicking on after driving for a short distance
was concerning but the car seems generally happy and has not exploded thus far. My battery
has not drained enough for me to not start the car and the stereo has been in for two weeks I've
just run out of time to rip it all out again. I'm thinking the accessory red wire is correct and fuels
the stereo and then my alternator takes over and the yellow constant isn't doing anything at all.
I don't understand how my headlights could be tied into the whole contraption. The only wires I
used were from the previous deck. Unless some how there was a manufacturers defect in the
placement of the wires? I feel like if I were to rip it out I would rewire it all the same because I
was so careful the first time. I just don't get it. Electrical issues can be confusing It might help to
know the year and model car you have, and more importantly, the brand and product number of
the installed stereo. The stereo absolutely MUST be grounded. That doesn't mean you have to
ground the metal stereo chassis to the car chassis, but there MUST be a ground connection to
the car chassis somewhere. Sometimes it's in a separate harness with accessory and and
constant 12V, sometimes it's in the harness with the speaker wires. The stereo wire colors are
not a standard. You cannot just go by those alone. Most reputable brands stick to similar
things, but not always - it's a bit of a mess. Consult the manual on what the wires actually do,
and if you used the receiver harness already in the car, those colors usually are standard and
found on the internet. How did you connect the stereo wires to the car wire harness? Crimp
tubes? Twist them together and tape over them I've seen people do this enough to warrant me
asking As for the power, typically, it is a red wire that is "switched power" so it is only on when
your key is on also called accessory power. This is what actually powers the stereo. The

constant power is typically a yellow wire, and it is wired to a constant fused power source and
keeps your radio from losing its settings time, favorite stations, etc - although, the auto industry
is decades behind when it comes to this technology. You should take a volt meter and measure
these power source. Have the dash lights always turned on a while after you start the car?
That's common in a lot of cars, but I want to make sure it isn't a new thing. Without me able to
physically inspect things, there isn't much else I can do for you. If can double check the stereo
manual for connections, but that's about it. It might be time to take it into a car audio shop that
does installations for help. If it really is some other external power issue, it needs to be taken
care of by a professional. Thanks for sharing, I used this link to explore my Buick Century
Custom odometer, and the need for repair was identical to yours. However, isn't there always, I
soldered eight 8 inch wires to each pair of resistor contacts and soldered each pair to a properly
rated potentiometer. After I reassembled the housing with the wires sticking out, soldered to
each pot, I tucked them in the more than enough room available behind the instrument cluster. I
didn't have the ohm resistors, which I would have really appreciated, so I adjusted the dial to
ohm, soldered them in and have miles again. Don't worry, the miles keep on rolling even though
you can't see them. Thanks again. By Kurt E. More by the author:. More About Kurt E. Did you
make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Notslar 2 years ago. Reply Upvote. Answer
Upvote. HaroldD16 Question 2 years ago. Kurt E. Clothier HaroldD16 Answer 2 years ago. Tonya
Tindall Question 2 years ago on Introduction. Clothier Tonya Tindall Answer 2 years ago.
DavidE 2 years ago on Introduction. Clothier efnord Reply 3 years ago. Nelson 3 years ago.
Clothier Nelson Reply 3 years ago. Thank you for this DIY! I did what you said and it worked
perfectly! Clothier dial. FreakyDan 3 years ago. Clothier FreakyDan Reply 3 years ago. Jasmin80
4 years ago. Clothier Jasmin80 Reply 4 years ago. Who installed the stereo? How do you know
it is wired correctly? Jasmin80 Kurt E. Clothier Reply 4 years ago. Asked by Wiki User. My turn
signals are not working on my 92 buick regal. I had the same problem with my 98 buick regal gs
and it turned out to be the ignition switch. Trun signal lights do not come on at all not on dash
or outside. Unscrew nuts in the trunk were the lights are. The correct Bulb is a Its located on the
passenger side of the dash right next to the door. Probably the ignition switch, mine did the
same thing. I had this exact problem in my 98 Regal. Turned out there was some major wiring
issue that needed to be taken care of. It wasn't terribly expensive to fix, but it wasn't cheap
either. Take off positive battery cable. On the right side of the steering wheel. Push it up to
activate, down to turn off. I have checked the gas cap and pressed the reset button. That's a
very good question, please Can someone answer it or is it that uncommon of a thing. Check out
this link. It includes pictures. I am certain your Regal will be very similar if not identical to the
The Sound I was hearing was the turn signal on reminder sorry I have no manual. Ask Question.
Buick Regal. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. Where are the
turn signals and flashers on a Buick Regal CS? Why would a 98 Buick regal shut off when you
hit the turn signal? Where is the turn signal flasher on Buick Regal? Why Buick regal turn signal
not working? How do you replace a rear turn signal bulb on a Buick Regal? Proper number front
turn signal bulb buick regal? How do you replace the turn signal switch located on a Buick
Regal? Where is the turn signal fuse located on a 95 Buick Regal? Why does your Buick Regal
cut off when you turn on the turn signals? Why does your gas gauge move to empty when you
turn on the the headlight switch this is on a buick regal? How do you turn off the service engine
soon lite on your buick regal 3. How do you turn off buick regal headlights while car is running?
I replace a ignition switch on Buick regal with a key chip and still won't start and security light
comes on? Where is the hazard flasher located on a 91 buick regal? How do you turn off the
check engine soon lite on your buick regal 3. How do you turn off the headlights on a buick
regal? Where is the turn signal flash unit on my 93 buick regal custom? How do you replace
buick regal turn signal switch? What is the Dinging sound coming from passenger side dash 92
Buick Regal Custom? Why does my buick regal engine die when i am stopped or slow down to
turn corners? Where is dimmer switch on 92 buick regal? What is the horsepower of a Buick
LaSabre with a 3. How do you get the piston back into the caliper on a Buick regal? Trending
Questions Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a
sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal
Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order?
Asked By Wiki User. How many times does 14 go into ? How many feet in 7 years? How many
3s in ? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become
associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying?
Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica
Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals
name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter.

Previously Viewed How do you turn performance shift on in a buick regal? Unanswered
Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is
not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson
of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke?
Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material
on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except
with prior written permission of Multiply. We recently purchased this car however the odometer
light will not come on to see the mileage and to see what gear we are in. It does not have an
inspection sticker and I cannot get it inspected without having the mileage on it. Can anyone
please help me and tell me what my next step should be? Mom in distress! I think the is almost
identical, so this probably applies to you. It turns out the instrument cluster is one large
module. Most of the warning lights are LED's, the constant-on and dimming lights are
incandescent bulbs, but the odometer and gear indicator display is an LCD. If it is not lighting
up, it is a module. There is no back light to replace. It is possible the same happened to yours. I
was hoping to replace just some back light bulb but it is just not possible. I have not found any
reputable dealers with instrument clusters for sale, though there were a few on eBay. I do not
know if I want to put those into my car though. I am just going to call up a dealer and see how
much it will cost to have them install a new module. Probably too much, but I am kind of over a
barrel on this. A few resistors and some solder and bam! Wish I could claim credit for the fix.
Check it out. I have a Century and this fix worked great for me and even easier than I thought.
You do not even need a solder sucker to clean out the old solder because the pins do not go
through the board. Just curl the wire under, cut to right length and they sit right on top.
Odometer bright again. Thanks again. Was this answer helpful? I removed the dash panel to see
if there was a bulb that needed replacing. Is there a sensor or computer problem that could be
causing that light to be out? Is if it not a computer problem, how would you advise I fix it? All of
the the warning lights and gages are working fine. What could be some of the problems? The
pcm is also a possibility or the instrument cluster itself. Is the cluster didgital or does it have
needle gages? Is you check engine light on? If it is, have you had the codes read? Fault codes
are a very valuabule starting point in any diagnosis. Just a few ideas, let me know. Dan Was this
answer helpful? Doe's it have replacement bulbs? Inspection won't pass because odmeter can't
be read. If everything is tight, chances are the inst. Cluster will need replaced. I realize that isn't
good news. The rest of the panel is mechanical. Does the entire panel have to be replaced or is
the component it self -the odometer- just be replaced? I have heard both from mechanics and
heard considerably high prices for either job. Any advice here would be appreciated. Though
that is not in our manual, if you review the below for these symptoms you will see after different
tests it states to replace the cluster. Turn ignition on. If odometer display does not show TRIP,
go to next step. If odometer display does show TRIP, disconnect accessory switch panel. If wire
is okay, replace instrument cluster. Disconnect accessory switch panel connector. Connect
5-amp fused jumper wire between accessory switch panel connector terminal "C" White wire
and ground. If odometer display now shows TRIP, check wiring for poor connection and Black
ground wire for an open circuit. If circuits are okay, repair instrument cluster. Disconnect digital
speedometer module. Measure resistance between digital speedometer module connector
terminal "H" Light Green wire and ground. If circuit is open, replace instrument cluster. If circuit
is closed, go to next step. Disconnect accessory switch panel. If circuit is open, repair short to
ground in Light Green wire. If circuit is closed, replace trip reset switch. Set odometer to TRIP.
Using fused 5-amp jumper wire momentarily backprobe between accessory switch panel
connector terminal "H" Light Green wire and ground. If trip odometer display resets to zero,
check wiring for poor connection. If connections are okay, replace trip reset switch. If odometer
does not reset to zero, check Light Green wire for open circuit or high resistance. If wiring is
okay, replace instrument cluster. The dealer may fix these for free. Please contact the dealer
service department, give them the VIN number of your car and have them check on these to see
if they apply to you. Do you. I just opened up my Buick Century for the same problem. Was this
answer. Fortunately this gets better. Thanks fieldsmd. You have to replace the Instrument Panel
Cluster. My cars odometer ans shift indicator do not lighr up any more so you can not tell the
mileage on the caror what gear your in. There is a senor in the transaxle that sends speed
information to the powertrain control module pcm that may be the issue. Dan Was this answer.
If it is a digital odometer, there are no replaceable bulbs. What do I do now to resolve this
matter. First, make sure nothing has come loose behind the dash. Hello - I believe with your
problem of it being totally blank the entire cluster needs to be replaced. Hello - Also, it looks like
you may have some recalls on your vehicle. If I hit the clear dashboard cover hard enough the
light will come on for awhile and then fade away. How do I fix this? Hey, Great addition to this
thread! Please feel free to help out on the site whenever it can add information that will help.

Best, Ken Was this answer. My odometer does not come on. My dashboard lights up but not the
odometer. Could you tell me if it is a fuse problem? I read your problem, and it's something I'm
way too familiar with. My grandfather owns a fleet of taxis, all of them Buick Century's and
Buick Regals. Out of all the cars he owns, two of them have a working odometer. It's just
something that happens randomly to these cars. I've owned two Century's, myself, and the
odometer worked in my '99, with , miles, and the odometer burnt out in my with less than 60,
miles. It's not just a simple repair, you're gonna have no choice but to replace the instrument
cluster. The CPU itself gets fried. Please login or register to post a reply. Step by step guide on
how an automotive odometer works, this information pertains to all motor vehicles. It Has Been
I Filled It Up. First Of All The Temp. The Temp. The Mileage Gives Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! My Buick Regal has a problem with no dash or cluster lights and no tail
lights. First part of the lights went out on the dash board. Looking at the wiring diagram for this
vehicle, it does not appear that these two items share a common ground or fuse. These appears
to be two separate problems. The instrument clusters on these vehicles are known for failing
internally. As for the tailights, the first thing I would check is the 15 amp fuse, which is located
in the box under the dash. Electrical problems can be difficult to diagnose. I recommend having
a professional, such as one from YourMechanic, address your electrical issue. Now all cluster
clights lights went out as well as tail lights. My car has miles. My car has an automatic
transmission. Mia Bevacqua Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only
for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of
service for more details. Home Questions. Hi there, thanks for writing in. A tear in the air filter
can make a fluttering noise. Another possible source of the noise is the DISA valve at the top of
the intake manifold. The DISA valve is what controls Read more. Can disconnecting your car
horn cause your car battery to drain over night? A horn being disconnected will not cause the
battery to get drained. The battery being drained or low on charge after sitting should first
charge and test the battery then check to see if the vehicle has a draw on A flashing Check
Engine Light is a sign that the computer has detected an issue that could potentially damage
the vehicle's emissions components. I would recommend scanning the trouble codes when the
light is flashing in order to determine Car jerks when accelerating What you are describing
sounds like a dirty or faulty mass air flow sensor. The mass air flow sensor monitors air intake
as it is mixed with fuel prior to being injected into the motor. This sensor relays vital information
Intermittent overheating Hey there. This may suggest that the coolant fan relay switch may not
be working properly. When you car is moving down the freeway at higher speeds, the engine
gets a lot of cooling assistance just simply from the air Why is my transaxle light flashing on
and off? In general, if your dash warning lights flash briefly right after cranking your engine and
then turn off, this is normal. Each system is performing a self-check. The lights turn off after
verifying that the systems are operating. If one Engine is misfiring and the service engine soon
light is on. Hi there. If the engine is misfiring you would need to check the spark plugs and fuel
injectors to see what is not working. If the spark plug has no spark, then check the spark plug
wire for spark by-passing Car shakes when idling I know these vehicle symptoms all too well. If
your GMC Yukon runs better after it has warmed up then it is likely that it is experiencing a
vacuum leak in the intake manifold gaskets. It is not uncommon for Bcm replacement If you are
certain that the BCM has failed and you intend to get one from the junkyard anyway, I would
recommend simply giving it a try. If it works, problem solved. If it does not work, it is very
Related articles. With the exception of LEDs and fluorescent bulbs, light bulbs work on the
principle of resistance. Electric current is directed through the bulb This mid-size sedan has a
lot of modern features that start at the engine and stretch all the way to Then they tow their car
behind it â€” sometimes this practice is called Browse other content. Electric Problems
Inspection. So, what is that light on your dashboard? The following are warning lights and
indicators found in vehicles built by Buick. Click a link to learn more about each one. They are
roughly ordered by importance, which tends to be by color red, amber, yellow, orange, green,
blue, gray. There are over 40 of them, so search carefully! Remember that only proper service
and repair procedures will ensure the safe and reliable operation of your car. These posts are
for information sharing purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an OEM service manual
or factory authorized service procedure. We are not in the auto repair business nor do we
publish automotive service manuals. Nothing we include on these pages and posts has been
reviewed, approved or authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology is always changing
and what is current and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and inaccurate tomorrow.
And when it comes to the current state of flux in the auto industry, nothing is more true. Made
with by Graphene Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle navigation
DashboardSymbols. Buick Warning Lights and Symbols So, what is that light on your
dashboard? Related posts. Search for:. Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more. Brake

trouble indicators -- click for more. Oil warning light -- click for more. Engine temperature
indicator -- click for more. Seat belt reminder -- click for more. Air bag warning indicator -- click
for more. Security indicator -- click for more. Electric park brake and trouble indicators -- click
for more. More electric park brake and trouble indicators -- click for more. Door ajar indicator -click for more. Pedestrian ahead indicator -- click for more. Press brake indicator -- click for
more. Check engine light -- click for more. Stability control indicator -- click for more. Stability
control off indicator -- click for
jetta gl fuse box
87 scottsdale
honda mower gcv160 manual
more. Traction control off indicator -- click for more. Tire pressure monitor indicator -- click for
more. Anti-lock brake system fault indicator -- click for more. Adaptive front lighting indicator -click for more. Headlamp out indicator -- click for more. Lane keeping indicators -- click for
more. Following gap indicator -- click for more. Vehicle ahead indicators -- click for more. Auto
braking disabled -- click for more. Hill descent control indicator -- click for more. All wheel drive
indicators -- click for more. Sport or off road mode indicators -- click for more. Snow mode
indicator -- click for more. Tow mode indicator -- click for more. Low fuel indicator -- click for
more. Low washer fluid indicator -- click for more. Cruise control indicator -- click for more.
Adaptive cruise control -- click for more. Automatic high beam indicator -- click for more. Park
lamps on indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam indicator
-- click for more.

